Automated Material Handling
in Electronics Manufacturing

THE BACKGROUND
Our client is a publicly listed global
electronics manufacturer with more
than 100,000 employees. The client
adopted the use of 2 Autonomous
Mobile Robots (AMRs) in their
manufacturing facility, which includes
warehouse to production operations.
Weekly operational reporting is also
done to monitor the usage of the
AMRs.

THE CHALLENGE
Traditionally, our client has to spend many
hours a week to manually extract and piece
together limited usage data per robot for
operational reporting. This process is
extremely tedious and yet, workers are still
unable to validate the AMRs' utilisation,
downtime and determine if more AMRs are
required. Also, the client occasionally
observed errors which led to inefficiencies,
but they were unable to identify the root
cause and specific areas for improvement.
This
resulted
in
suboptimal
AMR
performance and challenges in operational
decision-making.

THE SOLUTION
Konica Minolta (KM) has developed and deployed an
analytics software solution, sConnect. sConnect is a
one-stop platform that provides actionable insights to
improve the performance of multiple AMRs and
optimise operational workflows.
The software is able to automate data collection and
provide in-depth, comprehensive time-based metrics
and data to track performance. It can also identify root
causes of bottlenecks and performance gaps of the
AMRs.
Based on the data collected using the software, our
client realised that staff changes have led to a reduction
in AMR usage.

Customer's Benefits
Actionable Insights
- Increased availability of in-depth industry-standard
data such as overall equipment effectiveness, heatmaps, downtime, etc.

Optimised Productivity and Workflows
- Improved operational workflows including mission
configuration, workstation use, layout changes,
staff training, obstacle removal and more with
collected findings.

Time Savings
- Data visualisation reduced client’s time spent
reporting by over 90%

Maximised OEE and ROI
- Improved AMR utilisation and hence, ROI by more
than 30%
- Planned for a new AMR to step up its level of
automation in its operations

“Before sConnect, I had to
spend half a day each week to
extract data for reporting.
After using the software, data
extraction took less than 30
minutes. This is so helpful for
me! "
– Client's Senior Engineer

